
Jump,                      jump,                             jump        Jim          Joe,

Shake    your    head,   and     clap    your       hands,  and       tap    your     toe,        A-

round,             round,                     round            you              go,            And         you

choose     an -  oth  -    er    part  -   ner    and       you       jump      Jim       Joe.

Jump Jim JoeKey G, first note do(G)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4,JumpXjumpX

United States
traditional

arr: LJ Clarejump                            jump                                   jump
holding partner's hands 

shake head                                 clap                   clap                       tap    tap     tap

twirl                     twirl                            twirl              (recover from twirling)

choose new partner and take hands                                                  jump

There are two theories as to the origin of  "Jump Jim Joe."    Either it came from a party-game song (acceptable 
way of “dancing” for unmarried young people)   and/or the name/song  evolved from "Jim Crow" (derogatory 
name given to a black character created by a white actor).   Many children's songs come from originally 
sensitive political statements.  It’s up to you as teacher to know your area’s sociology and decide whether to 
include it in your curriculum.

Jump Jim Joe
banjo, guitar
movement

Jump, shake, bend, twirl or just move with the music!
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holding partner's hands 

shake head                                 clap                   clap                       tap    tap     tap

twirl                     twirl                            twirl              (recover from twirling)
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If there is time, the next step in this game is to have students stand in a circle.  One student, 
“Jim Joe”, stands in the middle of the circle.  For the first verse, only Jim Joe does the 
actions.  On “choose another partner”, Jim Joe invites another student into the centre of 
the circle.  Now for the second verse, both students do the actions, and each of them 
invites another student into the circle.  It won’t be long till all the students are doing the 
actions.  When everyone is “jumping”, then the new partner is chosen from amongst the 
Jim Joes!   The song moves quickly!

1.

2.

3.

Commend the ways listening led to movement.   Demonstrate the rest of the game-song.   
For now, students stand anywhere they choose and all participate.    Try the game-song 
again.

There are two theories as to the origin of  "Jump Jim Joe."    Either it came from a party-game song (acceptable 
way of “dancing” for unmarried young people)   and/or the name/song  evolved from "Jim Crow" (derogatory 
name given to a black character created by a white actor).   Many children's songs come from originally 
sensitive political statements.   It’s up to you as teacher to know your area’s sociology and decide whether to 
include it in your curriculum.

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Instead of teaching the song and movements, challenge students to listen and try out 
the instructions in the song.   It repeats several times on the CD, offering multiple 
chances to do the actions.

New RepertoireNew Repertoire The Best I Can
The Bus Driver Says 
Jump Jim Joe!When I Was One

(The Wheels on the Bus)
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